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Solitaire to Go! Explains the rules for 27 variations of Solitaire that can be played on a small table,

with helpful diagrams illustrating each game. Wonderful anywhere, and especially, of course, when

traveling solo! Armed with this e-book and a standard deck of playing cards, you can challenge your

brain, and keep yourself entertained, wherever you go!Publisherâ€™s note: This is a short

compendium of instructions for playing a multitude of Solitaire card games, from the

beginner-friendly to those that will challenge even experts. Youâ€™ll need a deck of cards to try the

games yourself, as this e-book isnâ€™t interactive. Happy shuffling!
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This book is full of different kinds of Solitaire and the rules to play by. You cannot play any of the

games on the Kindle.

This products gives you all kinds of instructions but, how to you play it. You go from one game to

another it will not let you in to play.No I do not like this game.



This game gives you rules for games, however can't play on the Kindle and I can't fine instructions

on how to use the Kindle for playing games.

Funny how no one actually reads the description before buying the productÃ‚Â¬_Ã‚Â¬ Then want

to complain and give it a bad rating when its exactly what it says it is:p This was just what I was

looking for as I like to play with an actual deck of cards on occasions but I can never remember how

to deal the games. Just wanted to give it a deserved rating;D

I'm looking for games to play on my kindle. I saw this book and read the reviews. I don't understand

the problem that the other reviewers seem to have had. If you read the information provided, it

states that you receive a book AND a set of playing cards. Does not sound to me like you can play

the games on the kindle. If you could why would you need a deck of cards??

My sweet wife loves to play games at any time and anywhere. Who doesn't have time while sitting

at the airport, or at school waiting for the next class? This solitaire game is easy to play and is more

adventurous than the regular game. This is truly a great product for a great price.

It's a book, not an app. Many many people have given it poor reviews because they simply didn't

read the description before they purchased.It describes in detail how to play several dozen varieties

of solitaire. It includes illustrations of the layouts, which are very helpful. It has excellent descriptions

and leaves you confident that you know how the game is played. I particularly like a variety called

'Calculation'.

I was expecting some different solitaire games...my failure to check out closely enough what I was

ordering, I was disappointed. However, having read through most of the information regarding the

games, this ebook covers so many different solitaire games with good instructions, I do not see how

a person could fail not to find games they want to play!!!
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